
HOW TO WRITE A LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FOR COLLEGE

ACCEPTANCE

College admissions offices are looking for particular things in a student's letters of recommendation. Read below for
advice on how to write a strong letter of.

While Taylor certainly has a breadth of knowledge to draw upon, in his heart he is a deep thinkerâ€”he wants
to take ideas and see how far he can go with them. I think this is an outgrowth of his tendency to intensively
reflect on his own motivations and internal processes. He has exhausted all that we have to offer him in this
small community, and the maturity that he has demonstrated leads me to believe him capable of entering
college a year early, as he now plans to do. Work well independently? Jordan is also a very fluent writer. The
counselor is very honest, and we are not left guessing as to the reason there is not more information and will
turn our attention to other parts of the application. It was clearly a house with a lot of love and not quite
enough resources, and while she had more responsibilities than I wished, I mostly admired how well she
handled it. Critique: We receive thousands of recommendations like this each year. Do they take criticism
well? Extracurriculars only matter because they show something about the student â€” a passion, a skill, a
talent. To the first question Your letter will be read and rated, sometimes by multiple admissions reps at each
school. End with an emotional comment â€” that you will miss them, that you have learned from them, that
you are sorry to see them go, that they are your favorite, etc. We know these letters take time and energy, and
can sometimes feel thankless. The first line should provide the full name of the person that you are
recommending. Updated January 20, Many colleges, universities, and business schools request
recommendation letters as part of the application process. He enjoys cleverness with languageâ€”not the easy
cleverness of puns but the intricate interplay of sound and meaning that make a sentence or a phase perfect.
Since I have known him, Thomas has demonstrated his superior intellect and thirst to understand the culture
and consciousness of his fellow man on multiple occasions. Make the letter general so that it can be recycled
for scholarships i. On the other hand, someone who doesn't know you very well may struggle to come up with
supporting details. Do they teach themselves? This is a phenomenal accomplishment for anyone, especially a
young man in rural Arkansas. This is a situation where we will probably form our impressions based on the
pattern of all the recommendations. I recommend her without hesitation. Our friend Sara Urquidez, executive
director of Academic Success Program, has written a detailed set of instructions for these rec letters â€”
broken into three parts: Introduction, Body, and Conclusion. It would be easy to mistake Taylor for being a
little cold. Physical descriptions can be very useful here. What motivates this person? While examples,
templates, and guidelines are a great starting point to your letter, you need to be flexible. He makes busy look
easy. If the letter is for a teacher, ask for a description of the job. I taught David A. Support your conclusions
with facts and anecdotes whenever possible. Adding a shift at a fast food restaurant before heading home to
juggle toddlers and preschoolers and to somehow get her homework done seemed beyond all reasonâ€”but the
reason was the simple economic need to avoid being a burden on the family, and to help out with some other
expenses. Critique: You may wonder whether or not the above information is appropriate in a letter of
evaluation. She carries my absolute strongest recommendation.


